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Abstract

We consider two formulations of a generalization of the Restricted Strip Cover (RSC) problem.
At the heart of each formulation is the search for an algorithm that maximizes the lifetime of a wireless
sensor network by setting an optimal sensing radius for each sensor based its location. We consider
both a deterministic and a probabilistic formulation of the problem. For the deterministic problem, we
give provable approximation bounds for several natural algorithms. For the probabilistic version of the
problem, we prove lower bounds for network efficiency.

1 Introduction

We consider two formulations of a generalization of the Restricted Strip Cover (RSC) problem. Both
problems concern the maximization of the lifetime of a network of sensors over a one-dimensional coverage
region.

For clarity, we reproduce Restricted Strip Cover, as posed by Buchsbaum [4]. Let S be a set of n
sensors with limited battery life, where each sensor exists at a specified point on U = [0, 1]. We associate
with each sensor a coverage interval R(s), and say that s is live at a point x ∈ U if x ∈ R(s). U is covered
by some R ⊆ S if U ⊆

⋃
s∈RR(s), in which case we call R a feasible cover. Every sensor s ∈ S can be active

for a finite duration d(s).

Problem 1 (Restricted Strip Cover). Compute a schedule S of maximum duration T , in which each
sensor s ∈ S is assigned a start time t(s) ≥ 0, such that any x ∈ U is covered by some sensor at all times
0 ≤ t ≤ T . That is, for all x ∈ U and 0 ≤ t ≤ T , there is some s ∈ S with x ∈ R(s) and t(s) ≤ t < t(s)+d(s).

Note that in RSC, both the duration d(s) and the sensing range R(s) are fixed. Our problem, which
we call Adjustable Range Restricted Strip Cover (ARRSC), generalizes RSC by relaxing these
constraints. Specifically, we allow the sensing range Rs(t) to be a continuous function of time. Let rs(t) be
the sensing radius of sensor s, so that Rs(t) = [s − rs(t), s + rs(t)]. We say that each sensor s has a unit
battery charge that drains according to the relationship 1 = (rs(t))

α · t, for some fixed α. For example, if
α = 1, then if s is located at 1

2 , it can cover the entire interval U continuously for 2 time units with a sensing
radius of rs = 1

2 .

Problem 2 (Adjustable Range Restricted Strip Cover). Given S, compute a schedule S = (R, t),
where R is a n × k matrix in which Rij is the sensing radius of sensor i during feasible cover j, and t is
a k × 1 vector in which tj is the duration of cover j. The goal is to maximize T = ||t||1, subject to the
constraints that for each cover j and every x ∈ U , x ∈ R(s) for some sensor s, and that the battery charge
expended by each sensor cannot exceed 1 (i.e. - (R · t)i ≤ 1).

As the battery charges are finite, there exists a maximum possible network lifetime Tn, and a correspond-
ing maximum possible network lifetime per sensor Ω = Tn/n. For any algorithm, let T be the achieved
network lifetime, and define ω = T/n to be the average network lifetime per sensor. Finally, we define
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γ = ω/Ω ∈ [0, 1] to be the network efficiency. We compare algorithms in terms of their expected network
efficiency.

Secondly, we consider a closely related combinatorial formulation of the problem, in which the sensor
locations are not given directly, but rather are random variables that come from a specified distribution.

Problem 3 (Probabilistic Adjustable Range Restricted Strip Cover). Given a random variable
X of sensor locations with a specified distribution, and a constant p ∈ [0, 1], prove that there exists an
algorithm that achieves a network efficiency of at least γ0 with probability at least p.

Clearly, the solutions to both problems hinge upon the discovery of an efficient algorithm, but the
formulations are different enough that an algorithm that solves one problem does not necessarily solve the
other. In particular, a solution to the deterministic problem will require a worst-case analysis, while the
solution to the probabilistic problem will focus more on average-case analysis. Problems closely related to
ARRSC have been addressed in the literature, but very few results are known. In this paper, we introduce
the probabilistic version of the problem and provide some preliminary results.

2 Literature Review

The general Sensor Cover (SC) problem was initiated by Buchsbaum, et al. [4], who proved the NP-
hardness of RSC and gave an O(log log log n)-approximation algorithm. Recently, a constant factor approx-
imation algorithm for RSC was discovered by Gibson and Varadarajan [9].

Much of the related work on network lifetime has focused on so called duty cycling, wherein the goal is
to maximize the number of covers k, rather than explicitly maximizing the network lifetime T . The notion
of decomposability of multiple coverings came from Pach [11]. The connection to sensor networks was made
more recently, but it has brought with it increased attention and results. Pach and Tóth showed that a k-fold
cover of translates of a centrally-symmetric open convex polygon can be decomposed into Ω(

√
k) covers [12].

This result was improved to the optimal Ω(k) covers by Aloupis, et al. [1]. Gibson and Varadarajan showed
the same result without the centrally-symmetric restriction [9].

In the one-dimensional setting, Peleg and Lev-Tov [10] found a polynomial time algorithm for an exact
solution to the target coverage problem using dynamic programming. However, this question was about
coverage efficiency, and not explicitly about network lifetime. The running time of the one-dimensional
target coverage algorithm was later improved to O(n + m), where m is the number of target points to be
covered [2]. A PTAS is known for the area coverage version of the problem (again, for coverage efficiency,
not lifetime), but no NP-Hardness result is known.

As far as we know, the probabilistic version of the problem is a new formulation.

3 Preliminary Results

We assume that the battery drainage rate α is 1, so that battery life is depleted linearly with sensing range.
Note that in this case the maximum possible network lifetime for n deployed sensors is Tn = 2n, and so the
maximum possible average network lifetime per sensor is thus Ω = 2.

3.1 Deterministic Problem

In the deterministic version of the problem, we are given the locations of the n sensors S. There exists
some optimal assignment of radii that will produce the longest possible lifetime T , and thus the maximum
network efficiency γ. We call this unknown level of efficiency OPT , but emphasize that OPT ≤ 2n and
depends on S. Our efforts have focused on finding provable approximation bounds for a handful of natural
algorithms. First, we consider a simple RoundRobin algorithm, in which the sensors take turns covering the
entire interval. We show that:

Theorem 1. RoundRobin is at least a 0.548-approximation of OPT , but is at best a 2
3 -approximation
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A second natural algorithm is GreedyCoverage , which iteratively schedules the least-wasteful assignment
of radii until a sensor runs out of battery life. In this case, GreedyCoverage is an improvement over
RoundRobin .

Theorem 2. The approximation ratio of GreedyCoverage is at most 5
6 (1 + ε).

3.2 Probabilistic Problem

We now take X to be a uniformly distributed random variable on [0, 1]. Any non-wasteful algorithm will
achieve a network efficiency of at least γ = 1

2 , since any sensor placed on the line can cover the line entire
line for exactly 1 time unit by setting its sensing radius to be 1. Similarly, it is clear that the probability
of achieving any fixed γ0 >

1
2 is always less than one, since there is always a non-zero possibility that all

of the sensors will land at either 0 or 1. We are interested in raising the lower bound probability for more
interesting values of γ0. For example, Theorem 7 shows that a network lifetime efficiency of at least 86.9%
can be achieved with at least 50% probability.

As our RoundRobin algorithm is the simplest, we begin by showing that:

Theorem 3. The cumulative probability distribution function for the lifetime of a sensor under the RoundRobin
algorithm is FT (t) = 2

(
1− 1

t

)
.

Proof. Let X be a uniformly distributed random variable on [0, 1], and let {xi}ni=1 be particular observations
of X. Suppose that we pursue a RoundRobin algorithm in which rxi = max(xi, 1 − xi) for each xi, but
the sensors run independently in succession, so that no two sensors are active at the same time. Then the
lifetime of each sensor xi is given by TRR(xi) = 1

rxi
= 1

max(xi,1−xi)
. Note that max(x, 1 − x) transforms X

into a uniform random variable Y on [12 , 1]. The p.d.f. of Y is thus fY (y) = 2. Now let g(t) = 1/t, and note
that

fT (t) =

∣∣∣∣ 1

g′(g−1(t))

∣∣∣∣ · fY (g−1(t)) =

∣∣∣∣ 1

g′( 1
t )

∣∣∣∣ · 2 = 2

∣∣∣∣∣− 1
1

(1/t)2

∣∣∣∣∣ =
2

t2

Note that the since X is restricted to [0, 1], Y is restricted to [ 12 , 1], and T is restricted to [1, 2]. With the
p.d.f. in hand, it is straightforward to find the cumulative probability distribution function for any t ∈ [1, 2]:

FT (t) =

∫ t

1

2

ξ2
dξ = −2

ξ

∣∣∣∣t
1

= 2− 2

t
= 2

(
1− 1

t

)

Corollary 4. The probability that a sensor in a RoundRobin network will achieve at least 75% efficiency is
1
3 .

While the RoundRobin algorithm is simple to analyze, it is not optimal. A simple improvement, which
we call 2-Stage-RoundRobin , improves the efficiency of the network considerably. In this algorithm, only
sensors close to 1

2 employ RoundRobin , while the other sensors employ a RoundRobin strategy on their
respective halves of the line, independently. This algorithm improves the expected network efficiency from
69.3% to 77.8%. Furthermore, by reducing the number of inefficient radial assignments, it doubles the
probability of achieving at least 75% efficiency.

Theorem 5. The cumulative probability distribution function for the lifetime of a sensor under the 2-Stage-RoundRobin
algorithm is

FT (t) =

{
1− 1

t if 1 ≤ y ≤ 3
2

3− 4
t if 3

2 ≤ y ≤ 2

Corollary 6. The probability that a sensor in a 2-Stage-RoundRobin network will achieve at least 75%
efficiency is 2

3 .

We have constructed a more sophisticated algorithm, which we call log2-RoundRobin , that uses a k-level
radial assignment scheme. We can show that this algorithm further improves the expected network lifetime
efficiency. A summary of our results as shown in Table 1.

Theorem 7. An algorithm exists that produces an expected network efficiency of 86.9%.
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Algorithm E[ω] V ar[ω] σω Pr[ω ≥ 1.5] E[γ]
RoundRobin 1.386 0.078 0.280 0.333 0.693

2-Stage-RoundRobin 1.556 0.078 0.280 0.667 0.778
log2-RoundRobin 1.738 0.038 0.194∗ 0.836∗ 0.869

Table 1: Summary of results for RoundRobin algorithms (∗ = empirical result)
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